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Abstract

We present RAFTformer, a real-time action forecasting
transformer for latency-aware real-world action forecast-
ing. RAFTformer is a two-stage fully transformer based
architecture comprising of a video transformer backbone
that operates on high resolution, short-range clips, and a
head transformer encoder that temporally aggregates infor-
mation from multiple short-range clips to span a long-term
horizon. Additionally, we propose a novel self-supervised
shuffled causal masking scheme as a model level augmen-
tation to improve forecasting fidelity. Finally, we also pro-
pose a novel real-time evaluation setting for action fore-
casting that directly couples model inference latency to
overall forecasting performance and brings forth a hith-
erto overlooked trade-off between latency and action fore-
casting performance. Our parsimonious network design fa-
cilitates RAFTformer inference latency to be 9× smaller
than prior works at the same forecasting accuracy. Ow-
ing to its two-staged design, RAFTformer uses 94% less
training compute and 90% lesser training parameters to
outperform prior state-of-the-art baselines by 4.9 points
on EGTEA Gaze+ and by 1.4 points on EPIC-Kitchens-
100 validation set, as measured by Top-5 recall (T5R) in
the offline setting. In the real-time setting, RAFTformer
outperforms prior works by an even greater margin of
upto 4.4 T5R points on the EPIC-Kitchens-100 dataset.
Project Webpage: https://karttikeya.github.
io/publication/RAFTformer/.

1. Introduction
Latency matters. It is a crucial system design consid-

eration for countless applications that operate in real-time
from hardware design [65], network engineering [63], and
satellite communications [30] to capital trading [32], human
vision [59] and COVID transmission patterns [54]. How-
ever, it has not been a center stage design consideration in
modern computer vision systems of the past decade [11,45].
Modern vision system design has largely focused on the
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Figure 1. Action Forecasting is the task of predicting actions
that will happen after a pre-determined time span, say tf seconds,
into the future. Prior works consider an offline evaluation setting
that ignores the model inference latency. We propose a latency-
aware real-time evaluation setting where the model is required to
finish forecasting tf seconds before the target time. We present
RAFTformer, a fast action anticipation transformer that outper-
forms prior works both in offline & real-time setting while fore-
casting actions in real-time (≥ 25 FPS).

correctness of systems rather than the latency of the pre-
dictions. While vision-based forecasting systems are often
meant for embodied real-time deployment on autonomous
agents like self-driving cars and robots, they are evaluated
in an offline setting where inference latency is neglected
(Figure 1). Interestingly, recent neural network architec-
tures have adopted FLOPs as a proxy for latency as a sec-
ond axis for model design. While a sufficient fidelity met-
ric for offline after-the-fact applications like automatic con-
tent recognition, latency often comes second to correctness,
even for real-time systems such as forecasting models.

Forecasting empowers reactive planning [17]. An au-
tonomous system present in rich human environments in-
evitably needs to understand human actions around it for
smooth task planning and execution. Autonomous agent
planning critically depends on anticipating the future of the
scene in various forms such as trajectory prediction [22,
23, 57, 58], action forecasting [19, 25, 80] or future scene
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segmentation [8] and anticipating the future is an activity
humans subconsciously do for day-to-day tasks [60]. And
while vision-based forecasting systems are often meant for
embodied real-time deployment on autonomous agents like
autonomous cars and robots, they are evaluated in an offline
setting where inference latency is neglected (Figure 1).

In this work, we propose a real-time evaluation setting
(Figure 1) that closely mimics the real-world deployment
for a forecasting system. Suppose that in a real-time sys-
tem, the design specifications require the forecasting system
outputs tf seconds in advance of the event to be able to plan
and use the forecasts effectively. In current offline settings,
the forecasting system begins the inference tf seconds in
advance of the event (‘Present’ in Figure 1) and the model
latency is ignored (or assumed to be 0) such that the pre-
dictions are available instantly. However, in our proposed
real-time setting, the model is required to start inference in
advance of ‘Present’ so that the outputs are available with a
horizon of tf seconds, meeting the design specification.

We observe that in the real-time setting, the prior works
fare quite poorly because of their slow model inference la-
tency (Table 3). A large latency implies that the model has
to start inference further in the past and has to rely on older
video data to make forecasts with the benefit of more ex-
pressiveness (Figure 2). A smaller latency means the model
can enjoy more recent video data but has limited capacity.
Simply said, models that are only evaluated in the offline
setting may fare poorly in the real-time deployment setting
due to their latency agnostic design (Figure 2).

We present, RAFTformer, a real-time action forecast-
ing transformer that uses a two-stage transformer encoder-
based network for lightning fast forecasts in inference.
RAFTformer uses a shuffled casual masking scheme based
feature prediction loss for learning strong temporal cues that
transfer to feature prediction. Further, RAFTformer uses
specialized anticipation tokens for learning to predict action
at multiple temporal horizons that improve model reasoning
capabilities of short-term action forecasting as well. Finally,
the model is explicitly designed for real-time embodied de-
ployments that allows inference up to an order of magnitude
faster than prior state-of-the-art methods. In summary, our
contributions are three-fold,
First, we propose Real-time Action Forecasting
Transformer (RAFTformer), a real-time action fore-
casting transformer with latency at least 9× smaller than
prior state-of-the-art action forecasting methods. RAFT-
former uses specialized anticipation tokens and a novel
shuffled casual masking-based self-supervision loss that
allows it to outperform prior work while maintaining low
latency with a reduction of 94% in GPU training time and
90% in the number of trainable parameters compares to
prior works. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the
first to achieve action anticipation in real-time (i.e. 25 fps).
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Figure 2. Evaluation Performance vs. Latency. Bigger models
perform better in latency agnostic offline settings. In the real-time
evaluation setting, we observe that, beyond a limit, bigger models
with higher latency cause a drop in forecasting performance. In
practical deployment, there exists a trade-off between latency and
high-fidelity forecasts. See §4.3.1 for details.

Second, we propose a latency-aware real-time evaluation
setting (Figure 1) that better mimics practical deployment
settings for embodied forecasting systems. Real-time eval-
uation demonstrates a clear trade-off between inference la-
tency and model forecasting fidelity, paving the path for the
development of latency-aware forecasting models in the fu-
ture (also see [20]).
Third, Through extensive experiments, we show that
RAFTformer outperforms prior state-of-the-art methods by
4.9 points on the EGTEA Gaze+ dataset, by 1.4 points on
the EPIC-Kitchens-100 dataset according to the Top-5 Re-
call metric and by a relative margin of 5.3% on the top-1
accuracy metric on EPIC-Kitchens-55 dataset.

2. Related Work

Action Anticipation. Over the last few years, action
anticipation has seen significant advances following the
promising results in video recognition [2,4,12,15,24,38,40,
49,55,61,80,87] and video segmentation [27,43,48,76,81].
While earlier works [1, 56, 68] use CNN-based methods
for video action anticipation, many follow-up works tran-
sitioned into using recurrent sequence-based networks [19,
22, 64, 66, 71]. Using multiple spatial and temporal scales
was another key idea explored in several anticipation works
[15, 70, 70, 77, 80, 86]. Masking-based self-supervision has
proven to be a new frontier for both image [5,14,33,35,62]
and video [31, 74] representation learning. This concept
has also been explored in the context of video anticipa-
tion [25] which differs from prior works that explore tempo-
ral consistency [16, 37, 42, 79, 82], inter-frame predictabil-
ity [28,29,36], and cross-modal correspondence [3,44,73].
In our work we propose a novel generalized self-supervision
scheme which is a crucial part of our model’s ability to gen-
eralize and outperform SOTA.
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Transformers for Video Anticipation. With the rise of
transformers for sequence tasks, recent works have explored
various image and video-based transformers [25, 26, 26,
78, 80, 85] for anticipating actions. [25] proposes a ViT-
based [11] spatial transformer backbone with a transformer
decoder head to anticipate the next action with a 1s hori-
zon. [25] predicts actions in the same latent space as their
feature decodings causing conflation between feature recon-
struction and future prediction. We propose specialized an-
ticipation tokens to address this problem. Furthermore, [25]
uses a recurrent decoder and frame-level operation, which
is inefficient for both training compute and inference la-
tency. MeMViT [80] proposes another fully transformer
model which extends MViT [12] for better long-range mod-
eling using a novel caching mechanism. However, their
model is trained to only predict the next action and thus
does not explicitly learn to model the future or evolving
scene dynamics. Furthermore, their model is less efficient
than RAFTformer in terms of both training and inference
time due to its larger model and input size and complete
end-to-end training. RAFTformer uses a fixed pre-trained
video network and only trains the RAFTformer network.
Recently [26] propose a transformer-based model for long-
term action anticipation. They focus on a sequential predic-
tion rather than next-action prediction and do not focus on
inference latency.
Real-Time Systems. Latency matters, especially for real-
time applications. Autonomous agents need to reason about
nearby agents and take real-time decisions. This vision has
led to great progress in the development of real-time sys-
tems in the related fields of semantic segmentation [13],
video object segmentation [76], object detection [7, 51, 53,
67], multi-object tracking [41]. While some progress has
also been made in activity understanding [72, 84], it is lim-
ited to recognition and detection. Keeping this in mind,
some recent works in action anticipation have also started
focusing on efficiency and memory footprint and report
training time, inference time, and trainable parameters [80].
Although a step in the right direction, these works have high
inference times in comparison to their desired anticipation
horizon. Our proposed method is significantly faster during
both training and inference, has fewer trainable parameters
and a smaller memory footprint, and still outperforms state-
of-the-art methods.

3. Real-Time Action Forecasting Transformer

In this section, we first present the problem formula-
tion (§3.1), followed by the architectural details of the
video backbone for feature extraction (§3.2) and the RAFT-
former model architecture (§3.3) including anticipation to-
kens (§3.3.1), shuffled causal masking (§3.3.2) and permu-
tation encodings (§3.3.3), finishing with an outline of the
loss functions used for training the model (§3.5).

3.1. Problem Formulation

Given an observed video starting from time T = 0 and
of arbitrary length t, V0,t = [F0, ..., Ft] where Fi denotes
the frame at time i, the task is to predict the future action tf
seconds in the future, i.e., action At+tf at time T = t+ tf .

3.2. Pre-trained Video Backbone

In contrast to state-of-the-art models [25, 80] that train
end-to-end, we demonstrate that a two-stage training pro-
cess is both efficient and produces high-fidelity forecasts.
First, we split the full duration of the past video V0,t into
sub-clips V = [C0, C1, ..., CN ] in a sliding window fash-
ion. Each clip, Ci, is independently processed with the
short-term video backbone like MViT [12] to extract clip-
level features. Previous works, such as [25], have employed
image backbones for comparable undertakings, while we
contend that video backbones offer richer spatio-temporal
features, thus benefiting the downstream task. Further, a
video backbone also allows lower latency since the pro-
duced clip embeddings already contain fused features for
several images at once.

Our two-stage design also allows for hierarchical tem-
poral processing of the long-form past video. The short-
term recognition backbone model operates on short, high-
resolution clips. These extracted features are then used as
input to the head network to process longer-range lower res-
olution features that capture key information from each clip.
This is a crucial design consideration to lower the inference
latency in RAFTformer while still capturing longer-range
temporal dependencies compared to [19, 25].

3.3. RAFTformer Model Network

We propose RAFTformer as a transformer encoder
model. The transformer encoder has the advantage of be-
ing able to effectively learn across clip dependencies by
attending over independently extracted clip features with-
out facing memory bottlenecks such as faced in LSTM en-
coders [34] that have been used in some prior works [19,70].
However, to make the encoder effective for action forecast-
ing on pre-trained features, we propose several changes to
the training process to allow two-staged training to work as
well as end-to-end training for action forecasting.

3.3.1 Anticipation Tokens

The extracted clip embeddings [C0 · · ·CN−1] form the first
part of the input to the action anticipation head. For the
second part, we propose to train learnable ‘anticipation to-
kens’ that can aggregate global context and later can be de-
coded into future predictions. This design choice stands in
contrast to prior works like [25] where the output of the
anticipation token is implicitly designed to be in the same
latent space as the output of their image-feature tokens. In
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Figure 3. RAFTformer is a real-time action anticipation transformer architecture comprised of two stages. The first stage is a pre-
trained short-term backbone that produces individual clip embeddings independently of other clips (§3.2). In the second stage (§3.3),
absolute position encodings are added and the resulting sequence is shuffled with a sampled permutation π∗ ∼ π. The permutation
encodings (§3.3.3) are then added to the shuffled sequence and after concatenation with anticipation tokens, the sequence is processed with
the RAFTformer encoder. The output tokens are decoded via short & long-term action anticipation heads (§3.4), as well as the feature
prediction head trained with self-supervised loss (LSCM), future feature prediction loss (Lfuture) and action forecasting loss (Lfocal) (§3.5).

contrast to prior works, we find that temporal aggregation
such as mean pooling for forecasting leads to subpar per-
formance (see Table 5). Hence, we use the output tokens
corresponding to [C0 · · ·CN ] solely for self-supervised fea-
ture loss rather than action anticipation.

Instead, for action anticipation, we propose to train
learnable ‘anticipation tokens’ to learn useful global context
from the clip tokens. The output of the anticipation token
is no longer restricted to be in the same latent space as the
output of clip-feature tokens like in [25] and can better cap-
ture the information needed to anticipate the next action.
Further, we propose to use multiple anticipation tokens to
generate additional supervision, with each token attending
to different past video lengths and producing forecasts for
different time horizons in the future.

3.3.2 Self-Supervision via Shuffled Feature Prediction

Prior works explored using the self-supervision task of pre-
dicting frame or clip features and using an MSE loss [25].
We propose using a generalized form of masking-based
self-supervision [33] based on predicting shuffled future
features. Predicting future clip features has a two-fold ben-
efit: (A) It encourages causally learning the observed se-
quence incentivizing the model to grasp underlying scene
dynamics and (B) Prediction in the latent feature space al-
lows reasoning semantically about the future without wast-
ing modeling capacity with low pixel level scene details.

Different from loss functions proposed in prior
works [25], we propose an improved auto-regressive
scheme for self-supervised learning by future feature pre-

Auto-regressive Shuffle Another Shuffle
[1, 2, 3, 4] π1 : [4, 1, 3, 2] π2 : [3, 4, 2, 1]
1 7→ 2 4 7→ 1 3 7→ 4
2 7→ 3 1 7→ 3 4 7→ 2
3 7→ 4 3 7→ 2 2 7→ 1

Table 1. Encoding the input permutation π. Shuffling the input
sequence arbitrarily changes the successor of each token.

diction. Rather than sequentially predicting missing clip
features in order to use a causal attention mask, we propose
to use a model-level augmentation of the attention masking
scheme where some of the attention weights are not used
from the original causal mask.

Random Masking. Construction of a sparse augmented
attention mask is non-trivial. Simply generating a ran-
dom mask such as in MAE [33] fails to isolate information
within the intended partitioning due to multi-hop message
passing caused by repeated application of the same mask.
For example, in Figure 4, the attention mask prohibits to-
ken 1 to access token 2 and 3 (shown by ‘white’). How-
ever, after two layers, token 1 in layer 2 can access informa-
tion in token 2 in layer 0 (shown by red border), indirectly
through token 4 in later 1 because of multi-hop message
passing. This temporal information leakage can cause self-
supervision to fail. For example, self-supervising token 1
with token 2 feature prediction would collapse in setup of
Figure 4. To prevent this, we propose a simple yet effective
solution.
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Shuffled Causal Masking. We know that vanilla causal
masks ensure that information available to each token is in-
variant under repeated applications of the attention mask,
i.e., multi-hop message passing. Since multi-hop message
passing is token permutation invariant, any permutation of
the tokens from the causal mask will preserve the invari-
ance of accessible information under multiple hops. Thus,
this allows a general framework for structured randomized
mask construction without temporal leakage. We notice
that a row-wise permutation of the attention mask is equiv-
alent to the same permutation applied to the sequence it-
self. Hence, the same effect as properly constructed ran-
dom masks can simply be achieved by shuffling the input
token sequence itself. This allows generalizing vanilla auto-
regressive prediction order to arbitrary sequence permuta-
tions without any multi-hop information leakage through
the layers. Thus, rather than predicting clip features sequen-
tially from 0 to N−1 like [25], our proposed scheme allows
for exponentially more variations.

Referring to Figure 3, we first add absolute position em-
beddings (APE) to each of the clip features before shuf-
fling them. This allows the transformer to leverage the in-
formation about the actual temporal order of each clip in
the video. Without the absolute position embeddings, the
transformer is input permutation equivariant, which is not
a desirable property for action forecasting. However, while
APE is sufficient for positional information in vanilla auto-
regressive ordering, it is not enough for prediction under our
proposed Shuffled Causal Masking (SCM) scheme. In au-
toregressive ordering, for any specific token, the next token
in the sequence corresponds to a fixed position and hence
the self-supervised training process can subtly learn this
bias via next-token feature supervision. In contrast, under
SCM the temporal position of the next token varies depend-
ing on the shuffling permutation. Hence, self-supervised
training cannot learn to perform effective feature prediction
without information about the shuffling permutation.

3.3.3 Permutation Position Encoding

Naı̈ve Encodings. For an L length sequence, there exist
L! possible permutations. Encoding each permutation (π)
by itself is clearly intractable. First, we observe that en-
coding π∗ as a set of O(L) embeddings which are shared
among different π is more efficient. A follow-up solution
would be to instead encode each predecessor 7→ successor
relationship as an encoding and have L− 1 of such embed-
dings together encode π∗. This reduces to the total num-
ber of required embeddings to L(L − 1) from L!. Each π∗

now shares every one of its L embeddings with other π, but
considered as a set, the L embeddings uniquely encode π∗.
However, even L2 becomes intractable for large L.

Permutation Position Encodings (πPE) provides an ele-
gant solution for encoding π∗ requiring only L total encod-

Layer 2

Attention 
Mask

Accessible 
Information

Input Feature 
Layer Layer 1

2
3
4

2 3 41

2
3
4

2 3 41

Figure 4. Random Masking Self-Supervision Illustration of how
naive random masking (white denotes masked out) fails for self-
supervised feature prediction task. We can see that in Layer 1
the tokens can only access information according to the provided
mask. However, if the same mask is used in Layer 2, there is
information leakage across tokens which is undesirable.

ings to be learned. πPE encodes the predecessor 7→ succes-
sor relationships but further simplifies by noting that adding
the encoding to the token itself makes the predecessor infor-
mation redundant. The token itself is the predecessor and
has the positional information available from APE. Hence,
we simply encode the successor positional information, and
that in combination with APE uniquely encodes π∗. Hence,
we design πPE to be the encoding of the original tempo-
ral position of the successor in the permuted sequence. So
for the π1 permutation in Table 1, we would add πPE[1] to
token 4, πPE[3] to token 1 and πPE[2] to token 3.

3.4. Overall Mechanism

The past video is split into clips, and the clip embeddings
[C0 · · ·CN−1] are extracted using a video backbone (Figure
3). Anticipation tokens are concatenated to the extracted se-
quence (§3.3.1), followed by the addition of absolute posi-
tion encoding to the concatenated sequence. Now, the clip
embedding is shuffled according to a randomly chosen per-
mutation π∗ to obtain [Cπ∗[0] · · ·Cπ∗[N−1]]. The sampled
permutation π∗ is then encoded by adding the successor’s
(§3.3.3) embedding to each token. In Figure 3, π∗[1] = 3
and π∗[2] = N , hence πPE[π∗[1 + 1]] is added to the token
π∗[1] i.e., πPE[N ] is added to E3, which is used to self-
supervise the feature at position 1 in the shuffled sequence,
i.e., token 3 (§3.3.2). The shuffled input sequence, in addi-
tion to the anticipation tokens, is now propagated through
the transformer encoder using a causal attention masking
scheme and the output is decoded with the head networks.

Head Networks We propose using three MLP heads on
top of the transformer encoder network (Figure 3). Two
MLP heads decode the anticipation tokens into the pre-
dicted future action distribution. The third MLP head up-
samples the encoded tokens to the original representation
space of the input tokens to allow self-supervision loss.
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Split Method Addl. Modality Init Epic Boxes
Top-5 Recall Parameters

(×106 )
GPU
Hours

Inference
Latency (ms)Verb Noun Action

V
al

TempAgg [70] None IN1K 24.2 29.8 13.0 - - -
RULSTM [19] None IN1K - - 13.3 - - -
RULSTM [19] Obj+Flow IN1K ✓ 30.8 27.8 14.0 - - -
TempAgg [70] Obj+Flow+ROI IN1K ✓ 23.2 31.4 14.7 - - -

AVT [25] None IN21K 30.2 31.7 14.9 378 - 420
AVT+ [25] Obj IN21K ✓ 28.2 32.0 15.9 - - -

TSN-AVT+ [25] Obj IN21K ✓ 31.8 25.5 14.8 - - -
MeMVit [80] None K400 32.8 33.2 15.1 59 - 160
MeMVit [80] None K700 32.2 37.0 17.7 212 368 350
RAFTformer None K400 + IN1K 33.3 35.5 17.6 26 23 40
RAFTformer None K700 33.7 37.1 18.0 26 27 110

RAFTformer-2B None K700 + IN1K 33.8 37.9 19.1 52 50 160

Te
st

RULSTM [19] Obj+Flow IN1K ✓ 25.3 26.7 11.2 - - -
TBN [83] Obj+Flow IN1K ✓ 21.5 26.8 11.0 - - -
AVT+ [25] Obj+Flow IN21K ✓ 25.6 28.8 12.6 - - -

Abstract Goal [69] Obj+Flow IN1K ✓ 31.4 30.1 14.3 - - -
AFFT [85] Obj+Flow - ✓ 20.7 31.8 14.9 - - -

RAFTformer None K400 + IN1K 27.3 32.8 14.0 26 23 40
RAFTformer None K700 27.4 34.0 14.7 26 27 110

RAFTformer-2B None K700 + IN1K 30.1 34.1 15.4 52 50 160

Table 2. Offline Evaluation Results on the EK-100 dataset for tf = 1 second horizon. Latency is measured over the entire model
including the backbone & head networks on a single 16G Tesla V100 GPU. Methods that use other modalities (+RGB) are deemphasized.

3.5. Loss Functions

We observe that the ground truth action distributions are
often long-tailed, and propose to use the the focal loss [52],
for supervising the future action prediction distributions.

Lfocal =
∑
Ai∈A

n∑
i=0

−(1− pAi
)γ log(pAi

)

where pi is the predicted probability for the correct class for
the ith example, Ai represents predictions from a specific
anticipation token and γ is the focusing parameter where
γ = 0 is cross entropy loss. Increasing γ results in an in-
creased penalty for hard, misclassified examples.

For self-supervision using shuffled causal masking to
predict next-token embeddings, we use an expected ℓ2 loss
over both past tokens, with the expectation being oversam-
pled permutations π∗ ∼ π.

LSCM = E
π∗∼π

N−1∑
j=0

∥Eπ∗[j] − Êπ∗[j]∥
2

2

where Eπ∗[j] and Êπ∗[j] denotes the original and the pre-
dicted clip embedding at position j after permuting with
π∗. For future token prediction, we use a simple ℓ2 loss:

Lfuture = ∥Efuture − Êfuture∥22
where Efuture is the MViT embedding for the next clip (after
tf ). Finally, the overall loss is simply a weighted sum,

L = Lfocal + λ1LSCM + λ2Lfuture

4. Experiments
Datasets & Metrics. We use the widely benchmarked
EPIC-KITCHENS dataset [9], an unscripted set with nearly
20× more action classes and 10-100× more observed se-
quences than other action datasets like 50 Salads [47] and
Breakfast [46], used in prior work [19]. We use both the
EPIC-55 & EPIC-100 anticipation splits and the EGTEA+
Gaze dataset [50]. Dataset details in supplementary.

Since human decision-making is inherently multimodal,
we propose an approach to predict multiple reasonable fu-
ture action forecasts. In addition to top-1 accuracy, we re-
port top-5 recall following prior works [19, 25, 80]. We use
the baseline data splits and report metrics on both the val-
idation and test set. In addition, we report the number of
trainable model parameters (M), the total compute spent for
training the model to convergence on a Tesla V100 GPU (in
hours), and the inference latency (in milliseconds).

4.1. Evaluation Setting
Offline evaluation is the setting where the model infer-
ence latency is ignored, or in other words, assumed to be
zero. All prior works [19, 25, 80] consider this setting. Re-
ferring to Figure 1, prior works assume access to all past
video frames up till the present moment T = t. Using this
information, the model then predicts that action with a tf
second horizon at T = t + tf . However, the prediction
would actually be produced at time T = t + tl where tl is
the model inference latency. This is not practically useful
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Model Init
Latency Inference Start Inference End Target Top-5 Recall
(tl ms) Time Stamp Time Stamp Time Stamp Verb Noun Action

AVT [25] IN21K tavt = 420 T T + tavt T + 1 30.2 31.7 14.9
RAFTformer K400 + IN1k tours = 40 T + tavt − tours T + tavt T + 1 34.1 38.2 19.3 (+4.4)

MemViT [80] K400 tvit = 160 T T + tvit T + 1 32.8 33.2 15.1
RAFTformer K400 + IN1k tours = 40 T + tvit − tours T + tvit T + 1 33.8 37.1 18.1 (+3.0)

MemViT [80] K700 tvit = 350 T T + tvit T + 1 32.2 37.0 17.7
RAFTformer K400 + IN1k tours = 40 T + tvit − tours T + tvit T + 1 33.7 37.9 19.0 (+1.3)

Table 3. Real-time Evaluation Results for benchmarking action forecasting methods in a practical setting (§4.1). Each comparison is
performed between a pair of models where their start time (‘Inference Start’) times have been adjusted (Figure 1) by their latency so that
they produce the forecasting output for the ‘Target Time’ simultaneously (‘Inference End’). For prior works [25, 80], start & end times are
kept the same as their original offline settings (Table 2) to avoid any training recipe change. Faster models can pragmatically utilize recent
frames while slower models must rely on higher fidelity prediction from older frames. Latency measured on a single 16G Tesla V100 GPU.

Model Init
Top-1
Acc

RULSTM [19] TSN/IN1k 13.1
ActionBanks [70] TSN/IN1k 12.3

AVT-h [25] TSN/IN1k 13.1
RAFTformer TSN/IN1k 13.8

Table 4. Offline Evaluation results on the Epic-Kitchens-55.

since often, we require time horizon tf to meaningfully use
the predicted future outcomes. Further, this does not ac-
count for absurdities where a large model might even have
latency tl > tf , in which case the model is predicting an
action that has already happened by the time it predicts it!
A complex model can have great offline performance but its
inference time would make it unusable in practice.

Real-time evaluation. To remedy this impractical situa-
tion, we consider the real-time evaluation setting. In this
setting, the model is required to finish inference with at
least tf seconds horizon before the target time (Fig. 1).
Hence, the model is allowed access to past video data only
for T < t − tl. This setting even allows for large mod-
els where tl > tf since predictions would still be produced
with tf seconds before the target time. Unlike other recog-
nition scenarios where latency is a mere annoyance, in the
case of future forecasting, models are often used in real-
time rather than offline. The offline setting subtly oversteps
the prediction horizon tf , by receiving forecasts with a mar-
gin much less than the postulated tf horizon. By coupling
model latency to the past video data observed, the real-time
setting incentivizes the development of efficient forecasting
methods that utilize the recent data better than relying on
slow large models that cannot miss the recent frames, which
arguably are the most crucial for near future prediction.

4.2. EPIC-Kitchens-100

Network Details. For feature extraction, we fix the pre-
trained 16x4 (K400+IN1K) and 32x3 (K700) MViT-B
backbones [12, 49] trained for recognition on the EK100

Model
Setting Top-5

RecallAT FL SCM 2×AT
Mean pooling 15.2

RAFTformer

✓ 16.1 (+0.9)
✓ ✓ 16.8 (+0.7)
✓ ✓ ✓ 17.4 (+0.6)
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 17.6 (+0.2)

Table 5. EK100 Ablation Study. FL is feature loss (no SCM),
SCM is Shuffled Causal Masking (§3.3.2), AT (2×) are single
(double) anticipation tokens (§3.3.1).

dataset. Each clip is embedded as a 768-dimensional fea-
ture vector. Unless mentioned otherwise, the action fore-
casting experiments use a tf = 1 second horizon. RAFT-
former encoder is a lightweight 4 layer, 4 head transformer
encoder using post-normalization and ReLU activations. A
linear projection from up-projects 768 → 1024 for the
transformer. We only shuffle during training with a prob-
ability of 0.3. The output of the encoder is down projected
from 1024 → 768 channels. Both short-term and long-
term action prediction heads are fast & lightweight MLPs
(1024 → 2048 → 3806). We set λ1 = λ2 = 14. For other
details, please see supplementary.

Offline Evaluation. In Table 2 we first report RAFT-
former results against prior works, including previous
SOTA MeMViT [80]. Results that use additional modali-
ties like Object (Obj), Flow (Flow), Object Region of Inter-
est (ROI), or Epic Kitchen boxes are de-emphasized. Using
only RGB, RAFTformer (K700) outperforms the AVT RGB
model in action T5R by 3.1 points and the AVT RGB+Obj
model by 2.1 points. RAFTformer slightly outperforms
MeMViT action T5R while predicting actions 8.75× faster
with 8.2× lesser trainable parameters and a 16× faster
training. We also combine two separate RAFTformer mod-
els to train a two-backbone model (RAFTformer-2B) that
achieves state-of-the-art by with a 1.4% T5R increase. In
the second section, we report our submitted results to the
EK100 test server. We observe that RAFTformer general-
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Model Init Modality Top-5 Recall
DMR [75] - RGB 38.1
ATSN [9] TSN/IN1k RGB+Flow 31.6
MCE [18] TSN/IN1k RGB+Flow 43.8
TCN [6] - RGB 47.1
FN [10] VGG-16 RGB 42.7
ED [21] VGG-16/TS RGB+Flow 54.6

RULSTM [19] TSN/IN1k RGB+Obj+Flow 58.6
RAFTformer TSN/IN1k RGB 63.5

Table 6. EGTEA Gaze+. Under same initialization, RAFTformer
outperforms prior methods without additional modalities.

izes well to the test set, improving upon the AVT+ multi-
modal ensemble model [25] by 2.8 T5R points.

4.3. Additional Datasets
EPIC-Kitchens 55. We also compare RAFTformer to
prior baselines on the EK55 dataset in Table 4 on top-1 ac-
curacy. We evaluate against other models using the same
initialization for a fair comparison. We observe that RAFT-
former outperforms prior benchmarks by about 0.7% using
the exact same backbone features. This shows the superior-
ity of our proposed shuffle causal masking (§3.3.2) & antic-
ipation token prediction (§3.3.1) in a controlled setting.
Real-time Evaluation. In table 3, we fix the target -
start time difference to be what the prior models such as,
AVT [25] or MeMViT [80] were designed for, to avoid any
unintended change in their training recipes. Hence, we shift
RAFTformer start time so that the output forecasts are pro-
duced simultaneously for the pair.

We observe that RAFTformer outperforms prior meth-
ods by an even larger margin in the real-time evaluation set-
ting than than the offline setting. RAFTformer effectively
utilizes its compute to produce the maximum forecasting
effect at the least latency cost. This allows RAFTformer to
exploit more recent information that slower models miss be-
cause of higher inference latencies (tours < {tavt, tvit}). This
also shows the disproportional effect of inference latency
on forecasting performance. While RAFTFormer K400 +
IN1K has a similar Top-5 Recall as MeMViT K700 in the
offline setting, in the practical real-time evaluation (Table
3), RAFTformer outperforms MeMViT by 1.3% by lever-
aging its faster inference latency (40 vs. 350 ms).

4.3.1 Latency vs. Offline & Real-time Forecasting
In offline evaluation, latency is ignored and all models have
data access parity. As scaling laws [39] would predict, big-
ger models (with higher latency) have stronger forecasting
performance (Blue curve in Fig. 2). In the real-time setting,
a higher latency implies access to less recent data (Green
curve in Fig. 2) and hence, an interesting trade-off materi-
alizes. At first, as latency (and model size) increases, the
performance improves. This is because the benefit of hav-
ing a more expressive model outweighs the cost of access
to older video data. However, as the latency increases fur-

ther, the real-time performance starts decreasing. Now the
harm of not having access to recent data outweighs the ben-
efit of a more expressive model. For our setting, the optimal
RAFTformer model has a latency of 40 ms with an offline
and real-time performance of 19.6 and 19.3 Top-5 recall re-
spectively. A similar trade-off would exist for any combina-
tion of dataset, model, and deployment hardware regimes.
Plots are for RAFTformer models of varying backbone pa-
rameter count for tf = 0.58 second prediction on EK100.

4.3.2 Ablations

We ablate RAFTformer thoroughly in Table 5. In contrast
to prior works [25,80] that pool information or use the same
embedding for feature supervision and action prediction, we
train explicit anticipation tokens (§3.3.1) to perform fore-
casting, improving T5R by 1.1. Anticipation tokens spe-
cialize in predicting the next action instead of using features
that multi-task between reconstructing clip features and fu-
ture action prediction [25]. Self-supervision via feature loss
(FL) further improves by 0.7 T5R. Further, our SCM tech-
nique effectively regularizes FL that improves 0.6 T5R. Fi-
nally, an additional anticipation token (2×AT) for supervi-
sion further improves 0.2 T5R. Additional longer-horizon
anticipation task helps in learning transferable global video
features to the main anticipation task.
EGTEA Gaze+. We also evaluate the EGTEA Gaze+
dataset in Table 6 to showcase RAFTformer performance
on new settings outside of EPIC-Kitchens. Again, we use
the setting of anticipating 1s into the future and use the T5R
metric. While prior methods use many input modalities in-
cluding as object, flow, and RGB, we significantly outper-
form the prior state-of-the-art in this setting [19] by 4.9%.
Note that we use pre-extracted TSN RGB features as pro-
vided by [19] for direct comparison. Our very strong per-
formance on another egocentric video dataset with complex
human tasks further validates the promise of RAFTformer.

5. Conclusion
We propose Real-Time Action Forecasting Trans-

former (RAFTformer), a parsimonious two-stage fully
transformer-based architecture consisting of a short-range
video transformer backbone for feature extraction and a
long-range head transformer encoder for long-term tempo-
ral aggregation across multiple clips. We also introduce
a real-time evaluation setting for action forecasting mod-
els that directly penalizes high latency and closely mimics
the real-world deployment scenario for forecasting models.
RAFTformer outperforms prior state-of-the-art methods by
significant margins across several action forecasting bench-
marks in the offline setting, and by an even larger margin
of upto 4.4 T5R, in the real-time setting. RAFTformer
achieves 9× lower inference latency at the same forecast-
ing fidelity, using 16× less training compute and 10× lesser
trainable parameters than prior baselines.
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